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Arctic amplification dominated by temperature
feedbacks in contemporary climate models
Felix Pithan* and Thorsten Mauritsen
Climate change is amplified in the Arctic region. Arctic
amplification has been found in past warm 1 and glacial 2
periods, as well as in historical observations 3,4 and climate
model experiments 5,6. Feedback effects associated with temperature, water vapour and clouds have been suggested to
contribute to amplified warming in the Arctic, but the surface
albedo feedback—the increase in surface absorption of solar
radiation when snow and ice retreat—is often cited as the
main contributor 7–10. However, Arctic amplification is also
found in models without changes in snow and ice cover 11,12.
Here we analyse climate model simulations from the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 archive to quantify the
contributions of the various feedbacks. We find that in the
simulations, the largest contribution to Arctic amplification
comes from a temperature feedbacks: as the surface warms,
more energy is radiated back to space in low latitudes,
compared with the Arctic. This effect can be attributed
to both the different vertical structure of the warming in
high and low latitudes, and a smaller increase in emitted
blackbody radiation per unit warming at colder temperatures.
We find that the surface albedo feedback is the second main
contributor to Arctic amplification and that other contributions
are substantially smaller or even oppose Arctic amplification.
A quantitative understanding of the physical mechanisms
underlying Arctic amplification is key to developing confidence
in and constraining model projections of Arctic climate change,
and to focusing research efforts and model–data comparisons on
the most important processes. It is well established that Arctic
amplification is in part caused by the surface albedo feedback 5,11,13.
Although the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s fourth
assessment report stated that it was not clear whether the surface
albedo feedback was the main cause of Arctic amplification 14, many
recent studies indicate or assume that surface albedo feedback is the
main cause 7–10. However, Arctic amplification does occur in models
without surface albedo feedback 11,12 and Arctic amplification in
coupled climate models (Fig. 1) has been shown to be primarily
caused by feedbacks acting on terrestrial longwave radiation 15. The
latter implies that the surface albedo feedback, which changes the
absorption of solar shortwave radiation, can play only a secondary
role in causing Arctic amplification. Important contributions to
Arctic amplification have been suggested to result from the water
vapour feedback caused by the greenhouse effect of additional water
vapour 12, the cloud feedback due to changes in the effect of clouds on
the Earth’s radiative balance 16 and the lapse-rate feedback associated
with the vertical structure of warming 5,17. Changes in atmospheric 18
and oceanic heat transport 6,19,20 are also thought to contribute to
Arctic amplification.
The direct impact of rising temperatures on outgoing longwave
radiation at the top of atmosphere (TOA; temperature feedback)

can be decomposed into a contribution from vertically uniform
warming of the surface and troposphere (Planck feedback) and
a contribution from tropospheric warming that deviates from
the vertically uniform profile (lapse-rate feedback). The lapserate feedback connected to the vertical structure of atmospheric
warming is known to contribute to stronger Arctic than tropical
warming 5,17. In the tropics, air parcels rising in deep convective
clouds create a tight coupling between surface and uppertropospheric temperatures. In a warming climate, these air parcels
release more latent heat, steepening the moist adiabatic lapse
rate and thus causing greater warming in the upper troposphere
than at the surface. Under this top-heavy warming profile, a
smaller increase in surface temperatures is required to offset a
given TOA imbalance. In the Arctic, cold dense air close to
the surface is hardly mixed with the lighter air aloft, leaving
radiation as the primary coupling mechanism. Radiative coupling
does not impose a certain lapse rate and surface-based warming
remains confined to the lowermost parts of the atmosphere.
Under this bottom-heavy warming profile, a larger increase in
surface temperatures is required to offset a given TOA imbalance.
The lapse-rate feedback is therefore negative in the tropics and
positive in the Arctic.
The Planck feedback is generally overlooked as a contributor
to Arctic amplification, even though the underlying physics is well
established 21. The longwave radiation (R) emitted by the Earth’s
surface rises with temperature (T ) following R = σ T 4 , where  is
the surface emissivity close to unity and σ the Stefan–Boltzmann
constant. Thus, a given increase in emitted radiation requires a
larger temperature increase at colder background temperatures.
For example, at 30 ◦ C, an external forcing of 1 W m−2 can be
balanced by a 0.16 ◦ C warming, whereas at −30 ◦ C a 0.31 ◦ C
warming is required to balance the same forcing. As the Arctic
is colder than the tropics, the Planck feedback in itself causes
Arctic amplification.
The local temperature change required to offset the radiative
imbalance caused by a given forcing or feedback corresponds
to that mechanism’s warming contribution. We assess individual contributions to Arctic amplification as the difference
between contributions to Arctic and tropical warming (Fig. 2).
Beyond the simple example quoted above, and accounting
for the effects of atmosphere and clouds, the radiative flux
change at the surface and TOA associated to a known surface
temperature change can be computed from radiative kernels 22.
We here invert the kernel method to compute the local
warming contributions of the feedbacks. The contribution of
the Planck feedback’s spatial structure to the spatial structure
of warming is estimated as the difference between the warming response for a globally averaged and for the local Planck
feedback (Methods).
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Figure 1 | Arctic amplification in CMIP5 models. a, Zonal mean surface
temperature change for the last 30 years of the CMIP5 4 × CO2 experiment
compared with the last 30 years of the control run. Box and whisker plots
show the median (lines), 25th to 75th percentiles (boxes) and full spread
(whiskers) of temperature change averaged over the tropics (30◦ S–30◦ N)
and the Arctic (60◦ N–90◦ N). b, Bars show the intermodel mean warming
for different seasons. Intermodel mean warming is 11.2 K in the Arctic
and 4.3 K in the tropics. Arctic warming is strongest in winter
(15.9 K) and weakest in summer (6.5 K). March–May, MAM;
September–November, SON.

Based on a conventional decomposition of feedbacks using TOA
fluxes (Fig. 2a), the largest contributor to Arctic amplification is
the lapse-rate feedback, followed by the surface albedo and Planck
feedbacks. Although in absolute terms, the surface albedo feedback
contributes slightly more to Arctic warming, the lapse-rate feedback
additionally reduces tropical warming and therefore makes a greater
contribution to Arctic amplification, as can be inferred from the
distance to the 1:1 line. The water vapour feedback and CO2
radiative forcing both lead to greater warming in the tropics,
opposing Arctic amplification 23,24.
Instead of considering warming and moistening of the atmosphere as separate feedback mechanisms, they can be understood as
one feedback caused by warming at constant relative humidity, plus
a small feedback accounting for changes in relative humidity 25. This
feedback decomposition assigns only a slightly larger contribution
to Arctic amplification to the alternative lapse-rate feedback (Arctic:
+3.8 K, tropics: −2.2 K) than to the surface albedo feedback (Arctic:
+5.7 K), whereas the effect of the alternative Planck feedback on
Arctic amplification is close to zero. In the fixed relative humidity
framework, the contributions of the temperature–moisture and

the surface albedo feedback to Arctic amplification are thus of
roughly equal importance.
Arctic warming is stronger in winter (December–February,
DJF) than summer (June–August, JJA; Fig. 1b). The strong winter
warming has been linked to the release of heat stored in the
ocean and to increases in downwelling longwave radiation 26, but
a quantitative understanding of the seasonal cycle of individual
feedback mechanisms is lacking. From a TOA perspective, the
surface albedo and water vapour feedbacks contribute to stronger
summer warming but are outweighed by seasonal heat storage in the
ocean and the lapse-rate feedback (Fig. 2b). Seasonal heat storage
in the ocean, including latent heat of melting sea ice, mitigates
about two-thirds of the summertime effect of surface albedo change.
Heat from the ocean is released to the atmosphere in winter,
which in combination with the positive lapse-rate feedback causes
the well-known pattern of winter-amplified Arctic warming. In
summer, when atmospheric stability is much weaker than in winter,
the Arctic lapse-rate feedback is actually slightly negative.
Surface temperature change can be readily understood through
TOA fluxes if the troposphere is essentially well-mixed and changes
in the tropospheric temperature profile follow simple physical
principles, such as the steepening of the moist adiabat in a warmer
climate 24. These assumptions do not hold in the Arctic, where
a positive lapse-rate feedback represents a decoupling between
surface and troposphere. The TOA-based feedback decomposition
is thus internally consistent, but somewhat unsatisfying from a
physical point of view, because the Arctic lapse-rate feedback
reflects the breakdown of an assumption of vertical coupling rather
than a specific physical mechanism. By analysing feedbacks at the
surface in addition to the TOA, we can further understand what
causes the surface amplification of Arctic warming reflected in the
lapse-rate feedback (Fig. 2c).
At the surface, the temperature feedback can be decomposed into
a negative surface warming feedback (longwave radiation emitted
from the surface) and a positive atmospheric warming feedback
corresponding to the downwelling longwave radiation received by
the surface. The largest contribution to Arctic amplification arises
from the surface temperature feedback and is due to the smaller
increase in longwave emissions per unit of warming at colder
temperatures. This nonlinear dependence of blackbody emissions
on temperature plays a greater role from a surface than a TOA
perspective because the meridional temperature gradient at the
surface is larger than that in the troposphere. The atmospheric
temperature feedback contributes to Arctic amplification because

Figure 2 | Warming contributions of individual feedback mechanisms. a, Arctic versus tropical warming from a TOA perspective. b, Arctic winter versus
summer warming. c, Arctic versus tropical warming from a surface perspective. For a,c, feedbacks above the 1:1 line contribute to Arctic amplification,
whereas feedbacks below the line oppose Arctic amplification. Grey is the residual error of the decomposition. ‘Ocean’ includes the effect of ocean
transport changes and ocean heat uptake.
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Figure 3 | Intermodel spread of Arctic warming contributions of feedbacks versus total Arctic warming in individual models. Lines are linear regressions
of feedback contributions against total Arctic warming. Filled circles on the black vertical line represent the ensemble mean. The right-hand side shows the
spread of Arctic warming contributions in the analysed models. Boxes show the median, 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers show the full
ensemble spread.

the near-surface atmosphere warms more in the Arctic than the
tropics. Previous studies decomposing Arctic feedbacks from a
surface perspective 10 used a methodology that implicitly includes
the spatial structure of the temperature feedback and therefore
did not identify the key role of the surface temperature feedback’s
structure for Arctic amplification.
In the annual mean, cloud feedback opposes Arctic amplification
from a TOA perspective, but makes a small contribution to Arctic
amplification from a surface perspective. Within the lowest 1–2 km
of the Arctic atmosphere, cloud-top temperatures are often similar
to surface temperatures 27. Under these circumstances, low-level
clouds hardly affect TOA longwave fluxes because the clouds
radiate upwards at roughly the same temperature as the surface, but
increase downward longwave radiation and thus warm the surface
at the expense of the atmosphere. An increase or thickening of
such clouds in a warming climate as predicted by models hardly
affects cloud feedback from a TOA perspective, but causes a positive
cloud feedback at the surface. Likewise, the water vapour feedback
contributes more to summer than winter warming from a TOA
perspective, but has a stronger contribution to surface warming in
winter than in summer (not shown) 22.
Besides quantifying the different contributions to Arctic amplification in the ensemble mean, it is valuable to understand why
models differ in their degree of Arctic amplification 6. Our analysis
shows that intermodel spread in Arctic warming is dominated
by the spread in local feedback mechanisms, not meridional
transport changes (Fig. 3). Changes in atmospheric heat transport
dampen intermodel spread because they are more positive in
models with little Arctic warming. This is consistent with results
from an energy balance model used to reconstruct warming and
transport changes in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 3 (CMIP3; ref. 28). In the ensemble mean, atmospheric heat
transport does contribute to Arctic amplification by enhancing Arctic and reducing tropical warming (Fig. 2a). Contrary to physical
intuition, poleward atmospheric energy transport does not scale
with the meridional temperature gradient within individual models,
but increases in most models despite a reduction in the Equatorto-pole temperature gradient. Increasing latent energy transports
overcompensating the decrease of dry static energy transport have

been shown to cause such behaviour of climate models 18,29. Changes
in ocean transport and ocean heat uptake are not correlated with
total Arctic warming across different models.
To develop confidence in model projections of future Arctic
warming, it is necessary to quantitatively understand the role of
different physical mechanisms for Arctic amplification. Contrary
to a widespread assumption, temperature feedbacks are the most
important contributors to Arctic amplification in contemporary
climate models. The surface albedo feedback is the second main
contributor, whereas other suggested drivers of Arctic amplification
either play minor roles or even oppose Arctic amplification in
the ensemble mean.

Methods
Previous studies analysing the role of different feedbacks for Arctic amplification
have often diagnosed feedbacks based on TOA and surface fluxes routinely included
in climate model output 9,15,26. These methods provide a precise assessment of
longwave and shortwave flux changes, but cannot quantify the temperature
changes associated to individual feedback mechanisms. Here, we use and extend
the radiative kernel technique 22 to overcome this limitation.
A radiative kernel ki is the change in TOA radiation 1Ri caused by a small
change in the climate variable xi , for example a one per cent change in surface
albedo (dxi ): ki = dR/dxi . The TOA flux change caused by one feedback in a
climate change experiment can be estimated as 1Ri = ki · 1xi , where 1xi is for
instance the surface albedo change between the control and perturbed climate. We
use this established technique to compute the flux change caused by each feedback
and extend the method to convert flux changes into temperature responses
associated with each feedback.
The warming response to a TOA flux imbalance is decomposed into three
components: a global mean Planck feedback, the local deviation from the global
mean Planck feedback and the effect of the lapse-rate feedback, that is, deviations
from vertically uniform warming, on surface temperature change:
!!
X
dT dT 0 dT LR
1T =
1Ri
+
+
dR dR
dR
i
The warming contribution, for example of the surface albedo feedback, is:
!
dT
1Ta = 1Ra
dR
and the contribution of the Planck feedback’s deviation from its global mean is:

X
dT 0
1TP =
1Ri
dR
i
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The local warming contribution of the lapse-rate feedback is:

X
dT LR
1TLR =
1Ri
dR
i
The warming response to a unit flux imbalance
is the inverse of the vertically
R
integrated temperature kernel, dT /dR = 1/ kT dp, which we obtain by summing
over the surface temperature kernel and all levels of the tropospheric temperature
kernel. By averaging across latitudes and longitudes, we decompose this into the
mean inverted kernel and a local deviation. To obtain the full warming response
including the effect of the lapse-rate feedback, each level/is weighted by its warming
relative
to surface Rwarming when vertically integrating the temperature kernel
R
kT ,weighted = kTs + (kTl · (1Tl /1Ts ) dp).
In the surface-based feedback analysis, the inverted surface temperature kernel
alone is used to compute the warming response, whereas atmospheric temperature
change is treated as a feedback contributing to the surface flux imbalance. The
surface temperature response is separated into a global mean component and the
local deviation analogous to the Planck feedback:
!!
X
dTs dTs 0
1T =
1Rs,i
+
dRs dRs
i
Atmospheric heat convergence is computed as the difference between TOA
and surface fluxes, assuming no storage of heat in the atmosphere on the timescale
of the experiment. Changes in oceanic heat convergence and ocean heat uptake,
which are non-zero on the timescale considered, are computed as changes in
total surface fluxes. To separate tropospheric and stratospheric responses, we
assume a tropopause height of 100 hPa in the tropics (30◦ S–30◦ N) decreasing
linearly with latitude to 300 hPa at the poles. We use surface downward and
upward shortwave fluxes to compute the effective albedo. Monthly mean data
from the last 30 years of the CMIP5 pre-industrial control and 4 × CO2 runs
are averaged into monthly climatologies for the feedback calculations. Radiative
kernels were obtained from the MPI-ESM-LR control climate 30. Using kernels
from the 4 × CO2 runs leads to a smaller role of the albedo feedback 30 and using
kernels from other models 22 leads to larger residuals but does not qualitatively
change the conclusions here.
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